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Addict Chick: Sex, Drugs & Rock â€˜Nâ€™ Roll is brutally honest, sexually graphic, and completely

real. At 34, Amanda Meredith had it all - A successful career, a home, a child, and everything that

should have made her happy. She was also crazy in love; his name was Cage, and their love would

become her first addictionâ€”but not her last. Some would say that love destroyed her, but what she

let ravage her mind, body, and soul had nothing to do with love and everything to do with a

deep-seated need to destroy herself. With the prick of a needle, and a shot of methamphetamine,

she lost everything- her child, her career, and she lost Cage. Her story is not for the faint of heart.

Addict Chick: Sex, Drugs & Rock â€˜Nâ€™ Roll is her heartbreak, her sorrow, and the story of how

she fought like hell to save herself, with a little help from the Man above. In this memoir, one woman

proves that no matter who you are, and no matter how far you have fallen, nobody is beyond

redemption.
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I could not put this book down after I opened it! I finished it in 5 1/2 hours and already want to read it



again! Amanda is brutally honest and raw as she tells about her life during active addiction and

recovery! She completely opens herself up to share her story which is both admirable and

inspiring!!! I absolutely loved this book and highly recommend it, especially if you have or are

suffering from addiction. This book will bring you hope and peace. It doesn't matter how far gone

you think you are, Amanda is proof that we do recover....

Easily 5 Stars!! This is a captivating book; impossible to put down. The story is raw as all hell and

gives the reader a true look into the life of an addict. I felt like I went on this wild ride with Wind and

am surprised we made it home safely. Thank you for opening up my eyes to the daily struggles of

an addict. I KNOW this chick has more crazy stories and I want Wind to find true love... hope there's

more to come!! Best Wishes!!

I am a recovering alcoholic/addict....with that said....I read books of others in recovery, looking for

the similarities, not the differences. I found a little recovery in this book but also found ALOT of

sex-capades and unsolicited sexual advice. I too have had some very wild sexual adventures in

addiction BUT those were not published in a book but kept private between my sponsor and I when

we worked the Steps....that is just part of the disease and another way to fill that bottomless empty

hole in our souls. Amends are both verbal but also "Living Amends" for harm we did to others in our

addictions....telling a tell all....is not behavior that speaks amends. I would not recommend this book

to anyone in recovery nor any of my sponsees which I encourage to read other's stories or

ANYONE for that matter. The ending blows me away....you do what you did you get what you

got.....don't want a spoiler here but REALLY that is so not recovery.

PRO: I appreciated the in your face, honesty of the author and commend her bravery and strength

in not only making it to the other side but opening it up to the world.CON: The tone regarding the

pleasure of the sexual experiences, during IV drug use in particular, may be more enticing than

cautionary.

I understood when I purchased this book that this woman had an addiction to Meth and sex and

was interested in what she went through and how she recovered. But I did not expect such graphic

sex, sometimes too graphic for my taste. Did she really have to go into such details? It was almost

like an instructional manual on how to get the best from sex! I also felt that her time addicted to

drugs was not such a "hardship" compared to other biographies I have read, When she lost her



place house she went to live in some kind of warehouse where she own private room lots of clothes

and drugs it seemed anytime she needed them. She started off the book by saying how and what a

great and well paying respected job she had.. I just found how she originally got hooked on meth

was a little lame, I don't want to give it away but for such a smart, well educated and well paid

woman to start for the reason she did seemed very hard to believe. But, with drugs I guess anything

can happen. But then again, she said she went to the best rehab & most expensive in the country.

Most addicted people don't get that chance. After I read it I went back to the reviews and it seems

like at the beginning the reviews were not at all favorable but the most recent ones were practically

all 5 stars. I guess I just had a hard time empathizing with her maybe she didn't explain her suffering

well enough for me to understand. I have read other books where people where living on the street

with no food and obsessing where they would get there next "fix" because they were dreading such

awful withdrawals. I didn't see any of this here.

I was looking very forward to reading your story as I'm in love with an addict. I wanted a clearer

insight into addiction and what one will do for their choice of drug. I found exactly what I was looking

for in the pages of your book. It is such an "in your damn" face truth, upfront, no holds barred story.

I'm extremely proud of you Amanda meredith! I read the book cover to cover once I took it from my

mailbox. I truly hope you continue writing, as I'm looking forward to reading your books. As always,

you ROCK and keep on ROCKIN!! Anyone reading this and wishes to find a book that will open your

eyes to addiction, by all means, read this.

An honest and harrowing account of drug addiction and the joy of recovery. The writing style is

good, but syntax and grammar not great. For example, people are always referred to as "that"

instead of "who," as in "the man that loved me." The sex is too explicit for my tastes, and seems

gratuitous; I chose to skim over most of those "scenes." I hope Ms. Meredith has continued to thrive

in her recovery, but I was concerned at the end when she indicated she would try to connect again

with the man who first introduced her to drugs. To me this indicates she may have more hard

lessons to learn regarding her love/sex addiction. But overall, a good story by a courageous woman

who traveled through the depths of hell and surfaced again through the grace of God.
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